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The adsorption of a bridge-bonded molecule onto fcc100 and fcc111 surfaces is studied using kinetic
Monte Carlo simulations. The results are related to examples from both the electrochemical and the ultrahigh
vacuum field. The lateral interaction model for the fcc100 surface with the least excluded neighbor sites does
not cause ordering in the adlayer at saturation coverage. This is due to the availability of two equivalent bridge
sites per surface atom. The model with the most excluded sites on the other hand causes the formation of a
c42 ordered structure with a coverage of 0.25 ML. Surprisingly, for the model with intermediate-ranged
lateral interactions a one-dimensionally ordered structure is found. In this one-dimensionally ordered structure,
bridge-bonded anions are aligned along the 2 direction. The spacing between these rows varies, since each
new row can form at either one of the two kinds of bridge site per surface atom. The local distribution between
these one-dimensional rows can be described by, respectively, a c222 or a 22 unit cell the latter
one is also referred to as c22. On the fcc111 surface, once again no ordered structure is found for the
model with the smallest number of excluded sites. For the models with more excluded sites a c42 ordered
structure also known as c23 and a 37 ordered structure are formed, the coverages being 0.50 and
0.20 ML, respectively. The simulated voltammograms generally show a broad peak due to adsorption in a
disordered phase, and, if a two-dimensionally ordered structure is formed, a second sharp peak due to a
disorder-order transition in the adlayer. The formation of the one-dimensionally ordered structure does not
cause an additional current peak in the voltammogram.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.73.195422 PACS numbers: 68.43.Hn, 82.65.r, 02.70.UuI. INTRODUCTION
The adsorption of anions on single-crystal electrode sur-
faces usually gives rise to the appearance of ordered adsor-
bate adlayers. The formation of these ordered adlayers is
often accompanied by a characteristic sharply peaked current
response in the cyclic voltammetry, commonly referred to as
“butterfly” in the electrochemical community.1,2 These ad-
sorbed anions are, apart from their characteristic voltammet-
ric response, also known to influence profoundly the electro-
chemical and structural properties of electrode surfaces.
Adsorbed anions influence the reactivity, they may cause re-
orientation of the steps at the surface and suppress oxidation
of the surface. They may cause, but also lift reconstructions
of the surface. Finally, they can greatly enhance metal disso-
lution, or be involved in underpotential deposition UPD.3–5
Understanding these processes requires a thorough insight in
the interactions between the anion and the surface and
among the anions themselves, thus meriting theoretical
study. Previous studies trying to model specific anion adsorp-
tion have treated atop and fourfold hollow adsorption of ions
on fcc100, atop and threefold hollow adsorption on
fcc111 surfaces, and more recently also bridge adsorption
on fcc111 surfaces.6–10 From these studies it has become
clear that the combination of the adsorption site and the lat-
eral interactions defines the voltammogram shape and the
ordered structure formed.
In extension to these studies, we give a more extensive
treatment of bridge-bonded adsorption on fcc100 and
fcc111 surfaces in the presence of lateral interactions. The
distinguishing factors of the models considered here from
top-, threefold-, and fourfold-bound adsorbates studied pre-
1098-0121/2006/7319/1954229 195422viously are that 1 the interaction model does not have the
same symmetry as the underlying substrate and 2 there is
more than one bridge site available per substrate atom. This
second factor allows the system to choose between two en-
ergetically equivalent sites, and therefore introduces an extra
degree of freedom. This may give rise to the formation of
several different ordered or semiordered structures with all
adsorbates on bridge sites, which are nevertheless energeti-
cally equivalent.
A detailed comparison of our model with experimental
results yields the following observation. Seemingly very dif-
ferent molecules, from halides to small inorganic molecules
NO, CO, and even small organic molecules urea, behave
in a similar fashion. This similar behavior is observed for
two very different adsorption processes; gas phase adsorp-
tion under UHV, of CO, NO, and halides and in aqueous
solution electrosorption of urea, sulfate, and halides. It
even holds for two different surface topologies, a hexagonal
and a square one. The current study ties these seemingly very
different molecules and conditions together for the first time.
The very general implication is that the overall adsorption
kinetics and the ordering behavior of all these molecules is
determined by the type of site it adsorbs on in combination
with the lateral interaction model. The specific nature of the
molecule or the phase from which it adsorbs is less impor-
tant. This conclusion has a broad focus, and can contribute to
other systems where spontaneous ordering or self-organ-
ization occurs.
II. MODEL
We model the electrosorption of an anion A from a solu-
tion onto a surface by Monte Carlo simulations employing a
lattice-gas model for the substrate
©2006 The American Physical Society-1
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where  denotes an empty bridge site formed by two
empty surface atoms; each  corresponds to a surface atom.
Alternatively, we are interested in the adsorption of a mol-
ecule A from the gas phase
Agas +    Aads. 2
Figure 1, top part, shows the 100 substrate and the neigh-
boring sites around a central bridge-bonded adsorbate in
black. We consider a shell of purely hard interactions, in
which the simultaneous bonding of two anions to neighbor-
ing sites is simply excluded. These excluded neighboring
sites are displayed in white in Fig. 1. The exclusion of the
first and sometimes also second shell of neighboring sites is
a common approximation related to the fact that the metal-
metal distance is usually smaller than the Van der Waals
diameter of the adsorbate.7,10,11 Significant repulsion is there-
fore expected if two adsorbates bind this close together. A
similar exclusion of neighboring bridge sites is modeled for
the anion on a fcc111 surface, see the bottom part of Fig. 1.
The isotherms were calculated by determining the cover-
age  on the lattice as a function of the electrode potential E.
For this purpose, we carried out kinetic Monte Carlo simu-
lations using the program CARLOS.12,13 The isotherms were
calculated by including adsorption, desorption and surface
diffusion steps, and scanning E.
Sweeping the potential E corresponds to shifting the
adsorption-desorption equilibrium during electrosorption. An
electrochemical adsorption experiment by shifting the elec-
FIG. 1. Lateral interaction models treated in this work. Top left,
model I: the adsorbed anion black circle binds to a bridge site on
the fcc100 surface, making bonding to the first shell of neighbor-
ing atoms gray circles impossible. The blocked bridge sites are
indicated by the white rectangles. Top center, model II, is similar to
model I, with additional exclusion of the bridge sites located at one
lattice distance. Top right, model III: the adsorbed anion binds to a
bridge site on the surface, making bonding to the first and second
shell of neighboring atoms impossible. Bottom left: the adsorbed
anion binds to a bridge site on the fcc111 surface, making bonding
to the first shell of neighboring atoms impossible. Bottom center:
additional exclusion of the bridge sites located at one lattice dis-
tance. Bottom right: the adsorbed anion binds to a bridge site on the
surface, making bonding to the first and second shell of neighboring
atoms impossible.trode potential can be related to adsorption from the gas
195422phase by changing the reactant pressure. In the former case
one has for the ratio of the adsorption to the desorption rate
constant kads /kdes
kads/kdes = C exp− eEkBT  , 3
which is proportional to the electrode potential E  is the
electrosorption valency, whereas in the latter case one has
kads/kdes = CPA, 4
with PA the gas phase pressure of molecule A.
The algorithm used was the first reaction method. In this
algorithm, a tentative time is calculated for every possible
reaction. All reactions together with their tentative times are
stored in an event list. The algorithm proceeds by repeatedly
performing the following steps: select the reaction with mini-
mal time from the event list, advance the system time to the
time of this reaction, adjust the lattice according to the reac-
tion, and update the event list. For the case of time-
dependent rate constants such as in voltammetry, where rate
constants are time dependent because of the time dependent
potential, one can determine the tentative times exactly or
approximate them by taking the rate constants constant for a
small time step. In this work the times were determined ex-
actly. We have used kinetic Monte Carlo simulations rather
than equilibrium Monte Carlo simulations to allow us to
study also the nonequilibrium adsorption of anions, which is
important for high sweep rates. The rate constants for ad-









where ads=1/2 is the transfer coefficient for adsorption,  is
the electrosorption valency taken as −1, e is the elementary
charge, and E is the electrode potential. The exponent de-
scribes the potential-dependent adsorption of the anion. The
definitions in Eqs. 5 and 6 imply that in our model at zero
potential the adsorption rate constant is equal to the desorp-
tion rate constant: kads=kdes=k
0. The transfer coefficient for
desorption is given by
des = 1 − ads. 7
The potential-independent diffusion steps were defined as
hopping between neighboring bridge sites.
Apart from the coverage-voltage -E isotherm itself, we
are particularly interested in the compressibility d /dE of
the adlayer, as this quantity is proportional to the Faradaic
current measured in an electrochemical voltammetry experi-
ment




where j is the Faradaic current in A/cm2, m is the number
of surface sites per unit surface area taken to be 1.5
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is the sweep rate typically 25 mV/s. The adsorption current









The voltammograms current/potential plots in the follow-
ing sections may therefore also be interpreted as adsorption
rates during an adsorption experiment where the surface cov-
erage is in equilibrium with the gas phase, and the reactant
pressure is slowly increased. Each potential shift of 0.1 V at
room temperature corresponds to an approximate increase in
the gas phase pressure of molecule A with a factor 50.
The voltammograms shown here are averages over four
individual simulations on a 256256 lattice with periodic
boundary conditions, to increase the signal-to-noise ratio.
The temperature was fixed at 300 K. The compressibility
d /dE of the adlayer was determined by taking the differ-
ence of the adsorption and the desorption rate for each time
interval of 0.2 s and dividing it by the sweep rate. The
disorder-order transition at 0.11 V in Fig. 2 is particularly
sensitive to the level of equilibration; an insensitivity of this
peak to reducing the sweep rate indicates that the surface is
well equilibrated. The isotherms were therefore calculated by
choosing the rates of adsorption, desorption, and diffusion
such that upon reducing the sweep rate from 25 to 5 mV/s
the disorder-order transition peak is shifted by less than
5 mV. The values fulfilling this requirement are k0=103 s−1
and kdiff
0 =105 s−1. Please note that the diffusion rate constant
was modeled to be independent of the applied potential.
Therefore there is no use in specifying both a prefactor and a
diffusion barrier: we can suffice by defining only the effec-
tive value for the diffusion rate constant. The sweep rate used
was 25 mV/s unless stated otherwise. The lattice of 256
256 sites is sufficiently large to minimize the occurrence
of finite-size effects. This was tested by comparing the re-
sults of our simulations with both larger and smaller lattices.
A change in lattice size does not influence the position of the
disorder-order transition. All snapshots are 1515 sites,
taken from the full simulated grid of 256256 sites. Due to
195422the large size of the ordered domains, usually only one do-
main orientation is shown in the figures, but we wish to
emphasize that all possible domain orientations are found
when looking on the scale of the full simulated grid.
III. RESULTS
A. Bridge-bonded anions on fcc(100) surfaces
The adsorption isotherm and simulated voltammogram for
model I of the bridge-bonded anion on a fcc100 surface is
displayed in the left panel of Fig. 2. Adsorption takes place
between −0.2 and +0.2 V, causing one broad peak in the
current. Due to the availability of two bridge sites per surface
atom and the mild constrictions due to lateral interactions,
the adsorbate configuration is not ordered at saturation Fig.
3, left. The adsorption energy and saturation coverage of the
disordered structure shown on the left and the one-
dimensionally ordered structure shown in the middle of Fig.
3 are identical. However, the configurational entropy of the
disordered structure is larger, and a disordered structure is
therefore always found for model I.11
A small extension of the range of the lateral interactions
yields model II. The adsorption for this model is slightly
delayed with respect to model I, due to the larger range of
the lateral interactions compare the solid model II and the
dotted model I line in the center panel. Also, the adsor-
bates form a one-dimensionally ordered structure at satura-
tion, as discussed below.
A typical adsorbate configuration for model II after satu-
ration is shown in the middle part of Fig. 3. The adsorbates
line up in rows, which extend along the direction indicated
by the arrows. At first glance this may appear a clean two-
dimensionally ordered adsorbate configuration. Closer in-
spection reveals that three different unit cells can be ob-
tained: c222, and two alternative 22 structures.
The ordered structure with the primitive 22 unit cell
which is rotated with respect to the underlying lattice is
more commonly referred to as c22, where the orientation
of the unit cell coincides with the orientation of the underly-
FIG. 2. Comparison of the
simulated voltammogram top
and adsorption isotherm bottom
for the models of a bridge-bound
anion on a fcc100 lattice. The
dotted line in the center panel for
model I is added for easy com-
parison with the solid line in the
center panel for model II.ing fcc100 surface lattice. Patches of these three structures
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with the long sides in the direction of the arrow ranging over
several hundred unit cells. The coexistence of these three
ordered structures originates from the different way in which
each type of bridge site indicated A and B in Fig. 4 is
occupied. For the c222 ordered structure, these are
alternatingly occupied ABAB. . .. For the two 22 struc-
tures, only one type of bridge site is occupied, yielding either
AAA. . . or BBB. . .. As can be seen from Figs. 4 and 5, pieces
of all three ordered structures can readily be combined to fill
the surface. Since the coverage and energy of all these struc-
tures is identical, their abundance is entropy driven: the
chance that the next row consists of adsorbates bound to
A-type bridge sites is equal to the chance that the next row
consists of adsorbates bound to B-type bridge sites, 50%.
Note that no separate disorder-order transition current peak is
seen in the voltammogram for the formation of this one-
dimensionally ordered structure.
In view of the experimental relevance of the c22
2 and 22 structure we have investigated what the
effect is of additional finite interactions on their formation. It
FIG. 3. Typical adsorbate configurations after adsorption for the
ordering is found. For model II, one-dimensional ordering along
respectively, a c222, a 22, and a 22 ordered s
structure found for model III is also indicated.
FIG. 4. The stacking of adsorbates for model II on the fcc100
surface in the first direction is similar for the c222, the
22, and the 22 ordered structure: this direction is
indicated by the arrows. The difference is in the second direction. In
the c222 ordered structure the two types of bridge sites are
alternatingly occupied: ABABAB. . .. In the 22 ordered struc-
ture only one type of bridge site is occupied: AAA. . .; in the alter-
native 22 ordered structure, the other type of bridge site is
occupied: BBB. . ..
195422turns out that one additional interaction, indicated in gray in
Fig. 7, controls the relative abundance of the c222
and the 22 structure as shown in Fig. 6. If this in-
teraction is more negative than −0.1 kT −0.25 kJ/mol at
room temperature, then only the 22 structure is
present. If this interaction is between +0.1 kT and +2 kT
0.25 and 5 kJ/mol at room temperature, then only the
c222 structure is present. For intermediate values of
the interaction, both structures are found. For values of the
lateral interaction larger than +2 kT, an additional ordered
structure is found at 0.40 ML. This structure is described as
c55. In the absence of finite lateral interactions the
voltammogram shows only one broad adsorption peak. How-
ever, in the presence of repulsive lateral interactions larger
than +0.25 kT 0.6 kJ/mol at room temperature a clear
disorder-order transition is visible in the voltammogram as a
“spike,” and a jump in coverage is seen in the adsorption
isotherm.
Further increasing the range of lateral interactions causes
a drop in the saturation coverage model III, right part of Fig.
2, from 0.50 to 0.25 ML. The voltammogram now shows
two peaks, one due to adsorption in a disordered phase, and
els of a bridge-bound anion on a fcc100 surface. For model I, no
direction of the arrows is found. Local patches will order into,
ure unit cells are indicated. The unit cell for the c42 ordered
FIG. 5. The same adsorbate configuration as displayed in Fig. 3,
middle panel, except now the substrate atoms have been left out,
and the adsorbates are colored according to the type of bridge site
they bind to. Gray circles denote type A adsorbates, black circles
denote type B adsorbates. The unit cells of the various ordered
structures are indicated, and the direction of the one-dimensionalmod
the
tructordering is indicated by the arrows.
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the adlayer. This disorder-order transition transforms a disor-
dered adlayer with a coverage of 0.20 ML into a c42
ordered structure of 0.25 ML coverage right part of Fig. 3.
B. Bridge-bonded anions on fcc(111) surfaces
The adsorption of bridge-bonded anions for model I on
the fcc111 surface left part of Figs. 8 and 9 shows very
similar behavior to the adsorption for model I on the
fcc100 lattice. Adsorption takes place between −0.2 and
+0.2 V, causing one broad adsorption peak. The adlayer at
saturation is disordered, due to the choice between the three
different bridge sites per surface atom and the mild constric-
tions of the lateral interaction model. The adsorption energy
and saturation coverage of the disordered structure shown on
the left and the ordered structure shown in the middle of Fig.
9 are identical. However, the configurational entropy of the
disordered structure is larger, and a disordered structure is
therefore always found for model I.11
A small extension of the range of excluded sites, as de-
fined on model II, again causes ordering of the adlayer. This
FIG. 6. Diagram showing which ordered structures are found as
a function of the value of the lateral interaction  defined in Fig. 7.195422time the ordering is two dimensional, while for the fcc100
surface the ordering is one dimensional. The ordered struc-
ture formed is a c42 structure, which is also referred to
as c23 middle of Fig. 9. This structure is formed dur-
ing a disorder-order transition at 0.18 V, and is associated
with an increase in coverage from 0.45 to 0.50 ML. The
disorder-order transition is clearly visible in the voltammo-
gram as an additional sharp peak in the current.
Finally, for model III, the saturation coverage is reduced
to 0.20 ML because of the larger number of excluded sites
around each adsorbate. The simulated voltammogram once
again displays a broad peak due to adsorption in a disordered
phase, and a second sharp one due to a disorder-order tran-
sition in the adlayer right part of Figs. 8 and 9. The
disorder-order transition at 0.22 V converts the disordered
adlayer with a coverage of 0.18 ML into the saturation or-
dered 37 structure with a coverage of 0.20 ML. This
system has been described previously because of its similar-
ity to sulfate adsorption on the fcc111 surfaces on many
metals.10,14
FIG. 7. Extended lateral interaction model, model IIa. The
bridge sites indicated by the white rectangles are blocked by ad-
sorption at the center bridge site. In addition, there is a finite repul-
sion or attraction  with adsorbates bound to the bridge sites indi-
cated in gray.
FIG. 8. Comparison of the
simulated voltammogram top
and adsorption isotherm bottom
for the models of a bridge-bonded
anion on a fcc111 lattice.-5
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A. Adsorption on the fcc(100) surface
Several systems have been studied experimentally where
the adsorbed molecule is bonded in a bridging fashion to the
metal substrate. Below we will discuss some examples rel-
evant to our simulation results.
Lateral interaction model II on the fcc100 surface causes
the formation of a c222 and a 22 structure at a
coverage of 0.50 ML. Model I, which does not exclude the
bridge sites located at one lattice distance from the adsorbate,
has the same saturation coverage, but there is no ordering in
the adsorbate layer. The results furthermore indicated that for
small additional repulsions as indicated in Fig. 7 the c22
2 structure dominates, while for small additional attrac-
tive interactions the 22 structure is most abundant. In
the absence of the finite additional interaction both ordered
structures are found for model II.
The c222 ordered structure is found for bromide
Br− electrosorption as well as for dissociative bromine gas
Br2 adsorption on Au100.4,15–18 In the electrochemical
case, the coverage can be further increased by increasing the
electrode potential, and an additional incommensurate struc-
ture is formed. This incommensurate structure cannot be re-
produced in our model, but has been recently simulated us-
ing off-lattice Monte Carlo.19 The binding site was confirmed
to be bridge by two independent DFT studies.19,20 The vol-
tammogram for bromide adsorption is dominated by the de-
construction of the reconstructed gold surface. It is therefore
not possible to compare to our simulation results.
Chloride and iodide ions have also been investigated on
Au100.15,21 The chloride ions, because they are much
smaller, experience less repulsive interactions. The c22
2 ordered structure is therefore not found, only an in-
commensurate structure with a coverage of over 0.50 ML.
The iodide ions on the other hand are larger than the bromide
ions. For this case it was reported that by stepping up the
electrode potential coverages, close to 0.50 ML could be
reached, and subsequently a c222 ordered structure
was found.
Halide adsorption on the Pt100 surface yields, in con-
trast to the results on gold, a mixture of the c222 and
the 22 structure. Studies for bromide adsorption on
Pt100 report “difficulty to find large two-dimensionally or-
FIG. 9. Typical adsorbate configurations after adsorption for the
ordering is found. For model II and III, a c42 structure also kno
respectively. The unit cells are indicated for each structure.195422dered domains,”22 “locally ordered structures,”23 and “par-
tially ordered structures, consisting of quasihexagonal ele-
ments as well as rectangular ones.”24 In the last description,
the quasihexagonal elements refer to parts of the c22
2 structure, while the rectangular ones refer to the
22 structure. In addition to electrosorbed bromide,
people have also looked at the adsorption of hydrogen bro-
mide HBr. This molecule produces a c222
structure.25 Studies of iodide electrosorption indicate the for-
mation of a c222, a 22 ordered structure or a
combination of the two.5,26,27
From the comparison between the halide adsorption be-
havior on these two metal surfaces one might induce that the
repulsion between the halide ions is weaker on gold than on
platinum. The difference in the repulsion for these two metal
surfaces may be related to the difference in lattice distance:
3.92 Å for Pt vs 4.08 Å for Au. Finally, it is interesting to
note that a first-principles study of the coverage-dependent
binding energy of chloride ions on bridge sites of the
Ag100 surface fully supports the choice of excluded sites
in interaction model II we accept that chloride normally
resides in fourfold sites on this surface, but the calculations
were also performed for the bridge sites.28
Carbon monoxide CO adsorbed on the 100 surface of
palladium also forms a c222 structure. The binding
site has been confirmed to be bridge using DFT calculations,
IR and EELS measurements.29–33 For CO on platinum a
22 ordered structure is formed. This case is less
straight forward, since there is only a small difference in
binding energy between the top and the bridge site. The
LEED pattern may therefore be due to either 22 is-
lands of top bound CO molecules, or islands of bridge bound
CO molecules, or a combination of the two.30,34–36 A similar
effect has been noticed for CO on Rh100 and Ni100,
where also 22 ordered structures are formed with ei-
ther top- or bridge-bound adsorbates. In this case the differ-
ence in energy between top and bridge site is so small, that
coadsorption with hydrogen induces a change in the type of
site occupied by CO.33,37
Lateral interaction model III on the fcc100 surface
causes the formation of a c42 ordered structure with a
coverage of 0.25 ML. The voltammogram shows two peaks,
one due to adsorption in a disordered phase, and a second
one due to a disorder-order transition in the adlayer.
els of a bridge-bonded anion on a fcc111 surface. For model I, no
s a c23 structure and a 37 ordered structure are found,mod
wn aThe electrosorption of urea on Pt100 shows a sharp peak
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ture can be detected by means of LEED.38,39 In the adsorp-
tion reaction two electrons are transferred per urea molecule,
and the urea is bonded in a bridging fashion with both nitro-
gen atoms attached to the surface. The adsorption of urea
coincides with the desorption of adsorbed hydrogen; the
sharp voltammetric peak is thought to be due to the interac-
tions between adsorbed urea and hydrogen during the con-
version of the hydrogen atom adlayer into a urea adlayer.40
The formation of this ordered structure has been studied pre-
viously by the group of Rikvold.8,38,41 Their results could
very well reproduce a c42 ordered structure, as well as
the sharp adsorption peak in the corresponding voltammo-
gram. An interesting observation with regard to the model by
these authors, is that in their c42 ordered structure, the
urea molecules are located two lattice vectors away from
each other, but since each urea molecule binds through two
nitrogen atoms, the distance between the nitrogen atoms of
neighboring urea molecules is only one lattice vector. We
suspect that significant repulsion between these nitrogen at-
oms will arise at such small separations. In our model of the
c42 structure, the distance between the nitrogen atoms of
neighboring urea molecules is larger, 2 lattice vectors or
more. This is because even though the distance between the
individual urea molecules is the same, the orientation of the
molecules is different for the two models. The difference
between the two models is indicated in Fig. 10. The low
saturation coverage of urea 0.25 ML already indicates that
strongly repulsive interactions are present in the adlayer.
These repulsive interactions will favor keeping the individual
adsorbates as far apart as possible. We therefore suggest that
the model by Rikvold et al. can be slightly adjusted to the
one described by us as Model III for fcc100 surfaces.
Please note that our results in Figs. 2 and 3 yield a plausible
alternative for the ordered structure, but the number of elec-
trons per adsorbate equals one instead of two, and that the
lower, broad peak of the adsorption isotherm is not as sharp
as in the experiment: the width is 100 mV for our model vs
10 mV for the experiment and the model by Rikvold et al.
This is related to the fact that adsorption of hydrogen was not
FIG. 10. Models for the c42-0.25 ML ordered structure
found for urea electrosorption on Pt100. Left: model consistent
with lateral interaction model III. Right: model proposed by
Rikvold et al. The urea molecules in both models are located two
lattice vectors away from each other. However, each urea molecule
binds through two nitrogen atoms to the substrate atoms. Due to the
different orientation of the urea molecules, the distance between
nitrogen atoms of neighboring urea molecules is different for both
models. For our model on the left this distance is always equal to or
larger than 2 lattice vectors, while for the model by Rikvold et al.
it is as small as one lattice vector.included in our model.
195422Next, we want to shift attention to the adsorption from the
gas phase of NO on the Pt100 surface. This system has
been studied by many authors, and it has been clear from
LEED measurements that a c42 structure is formed on
the unreconstructed surface.42,43 Vibrational studies indicated
that NO is bound at one type of site.43–45 Recent electronic
structure calculations clearly indicate that this must be the
bridge type site.46,47 Up to now there has been one direct
observation of this c42 structure, by STM, and this
clearly indicated a coverage of 0.25 ML.48 This coverage has
more recently been confirmed by XPS.49 There have been
extensive discussions on the exact nature of the c42 or-
dered structure, and other studies have suggested a different
coverage of NO of 0.50 ML.42,45,47,50 This coverage was pro-
posed based on missing peaks in the LEED pattern, and the
fact that on most other metals the saturation coverage of NO
and CO is much higher than 0.25 ML. Notwithstanding these
arguments we are of the opinion that the STM images pre-
sented in Ref. 48 are the most direct observation of the c4
2 structure reported so far. Our model III for adsorption
on fcc100 surfaces thus also describes the case of NO ad-
sorption on the Pt100 surface.
B. Adsorption on the fcc(111) surface
Lateral interaction model II on the fcc111 surface causes
the formation of a c42 ordered structure with a coverage
of 0.50 ML. Model I, which does not exclude the bridge sites
located at one lattice distance from the adsorbate, has the
same saturation coverage, but there is no ordering in the
adsorbate layer.
Several c42 ordered structures have been reported in
the literature. Some of these are formed by threefold-site
bound adsorbates, others by bridge-bound adsorbates. In the
case of CO on Pd111, the bridge and threefold site are
almost equal in energy.51,52 Earlier studies proposed that the
c42 structure was formed by threefold-bound CO
only.52,53 However, more recent STM studies partially by
the same authors indicate that in fact two types of c42
islands coexist, one with bridge-bound CO, the other one
with threefold-bound CO.54 Other high-pressure vibrational
spectroscopy studies also indicate that CO on Pd111 may
be bound both to the top and the bridge site.55,56 As example
of c42 ordered structures formed by threefold-bound ad-
sorbates only, one can mention the case of sulfur on Rh111,
and NO on Rh111.57,58 The formation of this ordered struc-
ture with threefold bound adsorbates was also previously
modeled using kinetic Monte Carlo lattice gas models, for
both the molecular adsorption from the gas phase and the
electrochemical case of anion adsorption.7,59 For bridge-
bound adsorption this was previously modeled by Persson et
al.60
Model III for bridge site adsorption on fcc111 surfaces
has recently been discussed because of its relevance to anion
adsorption from sulfuric acid solutions.2,6 It is only included
here for comparison with the other models, and to complete
the set of models with first and second neighbor exclusion.
For an extensive discussion on the experimental relevance of
this model the interested reader is referred to Ref. 10.
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We have studied the adsorption onto bridge sites for the
fcc111 and fcc100 surface. Depending on the lateral in-
teraction model, one- or two-dimensionally ordered or even
disordered adlayers exist at saturation. For the fcc100 sur-
face, a c42 ordered structure is found with a saturation
coverage of 0.25 ML. The adsorption isotherm for this case
shows a jump in coverage due to a disorder-order transition
in the adlayer. The disorder-order transition is also visible in
the voltammogram, where it appears as a spike at a potential
more positive than the one of the main adsorption peak.
If the lateral interactions do not extend as far, the satura-
tion coverage increases up to 0.50 ML, and a one-
dimensionally ordered structure is formed. This is composed
of strips of a c222 and strips of a 22 structure
the latter structure is also referred to as c22. Attractive
interactions between neighboring adsorbates at this coverage
favor the formation of the 22 structure, while repul-
sive interactions convert it into the c222 structure.
The adsorption isotherm is in this case a smooth curve, and
B. M. Ocko, O. M. Magnussen, J. X. Wang, and Th. Wandlowski,
195422the voltammogram shows only one broad peak.
For the fcc111 surface, a 37 ordered adlayer is
formed at a coverage of 0.20 ML. With fewer excluded
bridge sites, the saturation coverage rises to 0.50 ML, and a
c42 ordered structure is found. Both ordered structures
are formed through a disorder-order transition in the adlayer.
This transition is visible in the voltammogram as a sharp
spike on the right side of the main adsorption peak. It also
shows up in the adsorption isotherm as a jump in coverage.
The current research clearly shows the wide applicability
of lattice gas models employing sensible lateral interaction
modeling. The results of such models are meaningful for
both surface electrochemical and ultrahigh vacuum adsorp-
tion studies, involving a large variety of adsorbed species
that ranges from halides, sulfate, and urea to CO and NO.
The use of these kinds of models and the realization that the
combination of the binding site and the lateral interaction
model determines the adsorption and ordering behavior can
improve the understanding of adsorption processes in gen-
eral.*Corresponding author. Electronic mail: chretien
@sg10.chem.tue.nl
†Electronic mail: tgtatj@chem.tue.nl
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